§ 193.2629 External corrosion control: buried or submerged components.
(a) Each buried or submerged component that is subject to external corrosive attack must be protected from external corrosion by—
(1) Material that has been designed and selected to resist the corrosive environment involved; or
(2) The following means:
   (i) An external protective coating designed and installed to prevent corrosion attack and to meet the requirements of §192.461 of this chapter; and
   (ii) A cathodic protection system designed to protect components in their entirety in accordance with the requirements of §192.463 of this chapter and placed in operation before October 23, 1981, or within 1 year after the component is constructed or installed, whichever is later.
(b) Where cathodic protection is applied, components that are electrically interconnected must be protected as a unit.


§ 193.2631 Internal corrosion control.
Each component that is subject to internal corrosive attack must be protected from internal corrosion by—
(a) Material that has been designed and selected to resist the corrosive fluid involved; or
(b) Suitable coating, inhibitor, or other means.

§ 193.2633 Interference currents.
(a) Each component that is subject to electrical current interference must be protected by a continuing program to minimize the detrimental effects of currents.
(b) Each cathodic protection system must be designed and installed so as to minimize any adverse effects it might cause to adjacent metal components.
(c) Each impressed current power source must be installed and maintained to prevent adverse interference with communications and control systems.

§ 193.2635 Monitoring corrosion control.
Corrosion protection provided as required by this subpart must be periodically monitored to give early recognition of ineffective corrosion protection, including the following, as applicable:
(a) Each buried or submerged component under cathodic protection must be tested at least once each calendar year, but with intervals not exceeding 15 months, to determine whether the cathodic protection meets the requirements of §192.463 of this chapter.
(b) Each cathodic protection rectifier or other impressed current power source must be inspected at least 6 times each calendar year, but with intervals not exceeding 2½ months, to ensure that it is operating properly.
(c) Each reverse current switch, each diode, and each interference bond whose failure would jeopardize component protection must be electrically checked for proper performance at least 6 times each calendar year, but with intervals not exceeding 2½ months. Each other interference bond must be checked at least once each calendar year, but with intervals not exceeding 15 months.

§ 193.2637 Remedial measures.
Prompt corrective or remedial action must be taken whenever an operator learns by inspection or otherwise that atmospheric, external, or internal corrosion is not controlled as required by this subpart.